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On this group photo of the participants of the first EDUG business meeting –
one may recognise the much regretted Magda Heiner-Freiling (from the
German National Library) and Patrice Landry, the former head of the subject
index indexing at the NL; to both of whose initiative we are indebted for the
creation of the European DDC user group.
But this was not the beginning of the Swiss National Library’s involvement
with the DDC…
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….nor was the year 1999, when the Dewey Decimal Classification was chosen
as shelf classification for our open stack collections and for the organization of
our national bibliography.
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You have to dig much deeper into the past: right from the start, which is just
after the founding of the Swiss National Library (SNL) in 1895, the main
catalogue included an alphabetical listing as well as a classified catalogue
(Realkatalog)
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It was the Dewey Decimal Classification that served as the basis for the
subject catalogue, or more precisely, the 5th ed. from 1894, acquired in 1899.
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In 1906 the SNL published an schedule for the classified catalogue (Übersicht
zum Realkatalog) a systematic and alphabetical index, to facilitate the
thematic research in our catalogue.
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In 1927 the SNL published a cumulative systematic index for the national
bibliography for the years 1901-1920: – The influence of the UDC, the
Universal decimal classification, had already been perceivable at a very early
stage (see the mention of the “Institut international de bibliographie à
Bruxelles” in the “Übersicht zum Realkatalog” of 1906) and in the following
years became increasingly predominant and by the early twenties the UDC had
almost entirely superseded the older classification system. The use of a
“homemade” development of the UDC continued until 1997/98 when it was in
turn abandoned in favour of subject indexing with the SWD
(Schlagwortnormdatei) ruled by the RSWK.
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Here again, mention is made of the Dewey Decimal Classification – But the
influence of the UDC (Universal decimal classification) had already been
perceivable at a very early stage (remember the mention of the “Institut
international de bibliographie à Bruxelles” in the 1906 “Übersicht zum
Realkatalog”). In the following years the UDC became increasingly
predominant and by the early twenties had almost entirely superseded the older
classification system. The use of a “homemade” development of the UDC
continued until 1997/98 when it was in turn abandoned in favour of subject
indexing with the Schlagwortnormdatei (SWD) ruled by the RSWK.
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When the DDC was introduced in 1999/2000 the primary goal was to organize
our open access shelves and the national bibliography. The desire to promote
international standards within the SNL also led to the reorganization of the
Swiss Literary Archives’ collection of primary and secondary literature. From
2008 onwards, the reference works of the department of conservation were
also classified with DDC. This policy also includes the digital publications (ehelvetica) and the archives hosted by the SNL. And if you take a closer look at
the chapters of the bibliography of Swiss history (Bibliographie der Schweizer
Geschichte) you may notice that after its general overhauling in 2010, the
DDC was largely used for the underlying structure
For more details on the selection criteria for the choice of the DDC, the
implementation process, refer to Patrice Landry’s presentation in Vienna’s
EDUG in 2009 (http://edug.pansoft.de)
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This policy includes also the digital publications (e-helvetica) and the archives
hosted by the SNL. And if you take a closer look at the chapters of the
bibliography on Swiss history (Bibliographie der Schweizer Geschichte) you
may notice that the DDC was largely used for the underlying structure after its
general overhauling in 2010.
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The Freihandbibliothek, originally a choice of more or less recent but relevant
documents on Switzerland, underwent a fundamental revision around 2011, the
main focus was laid on four areas: Swiss history, the arts, literature and
information science. This meant a substantial weeding of the open stack
collection, the devising of new call numbers and a lot of reclassification and
updating of notations.
All the open access collections, the collection of the conservation and the
bibliographies are assigned fully developed Dewey-numbers. The full Dewey
classification, however, was felt to be too complicated for the Literary
Archives’ secondary literature collection and so we switched to the abridged
edition for this particular collection.
For more details on the call number system, you might refer again to Patrice
Landry’s EGUG presentation in Vienna in 2009.
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Titles with Dewey classification. Statistical survey from March 2018
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For its 100th anniversary in 2001 the Swiss national bibliography was
reorganised according to DDC second summary with its 100 divisions, the
headings displayed in the four national languages plus English.
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For the last printed edition in 2006, there were some minor changes made to
align ourselves to the scheme developed for the national bibliographies of the
German speaking countries, the Deutsche Nationalbibliografie of Germany
and the Österreichische Nationalbibliographie of Austria.
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The SNL was involved with the German translation of the 22nd ed. of the
DDC, created and coordinated by the German National Library between 2002
and 2005. This was followed up by some adjustments, principally concerning
changes in political parties and Table 2. Then in 2009/2010 precious insights
were gained in the complex and painstaking process of expanding Dewey
numbers, while developing specific notations for Switzerland’s Table 2
administrative units below the cantons.
As member of the EDUG the SNL was also engaged in the working groups on
education, law and last but not least in the expansion of archaeology.
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Libraries in Switzerland having adopted the DDC for shelf classification
during the last 10 to 15 years / or going to adopt it in the near future.
Though the Swiss National Library offers support and training to libraries, we
have no leading function, nor is there a coordination between libraries.
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